Novel system for controlled investigation of environmental partitioning of hydrophobic compounds in water.
Partitioning behavior of hydrophobic and semivolatile chemicals (such as many POPs and PAHs) in water is key in controlling their environmental distribution and fate. A new equilibrium method is presented here which allows determination of the equilibrium partition coefficient of hexachlorobenzene with suspended particle (K(SPM)≈ 337 L gOC(-1)) in a complex bulk water sample by correcting for a number of sampling artifacts and for the presence of dissolved matter. The method provides simultaneous experimental determination of the fraction of chemical truly dissolved in water (representing in this case about 54% of the bulk water concentration) and that associated to DM (21%). The Henry's law constant was also experimentally determined during the K(SPM) measurements, providing information on the occurrence of partitioning equilibrium in the system for each single observation. Results showed that the high level of quality control and accuracy provided confidence intervals for the K(SPM) estimates within 1 order of magnitude.